
PART 1 - General Istructions

The enterprising hobbyist can attempt the 
project without reading the detailed 
instructions that follow, but he/she would 
be well advised to read and understand the 
following figure before any such attempt.

* denotes an optional component that the instructions are written as if you hae it/them, deal with it.

STEP 1 -	Mount your comics (parts 1 and 2) 	
to a piece of heavyweight paper	
using your glue, or preferrably a 	
can of Spray Mount. Any heavy-	
weight paper will do, but stiff yet	
thin paper works best.

STEP 2 -	Using your hobby knife and ruler, 	
score all of the dashed lines on all 	
of the pieces, taking particular care 	
not to score too hard at the points 	
shown below with RED CIRCLES, 		
as they tear easily.

STEP 3 -	Using your hobby knife, cut all ot	
the slot lines and spread the slots	
open by twisting your knife.

Come on, you’re a big 
boy/girl, figure it out,or live 
dangerously and build it 
without instructions.

Don’t Fret Freddy Fretter, the STEPS TO FOLLOW will come later, check back often.

PRELIMINARY STEPS IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF YOUR PAPER MODEL

PART 2 - The Head BE CAREFUL WHEN SCORING THE CHEEKS AND THE TEETH

The different Line Types and Flaps and what 
to do with them.

instructions
BUILDABLE BUCKY ASSEMBLY MATERIALS YOU WILL NEED*

Glue (Elmers)
Hobby Knife
Spray Mount*
Your Ritalin*

Piece of Stiff Paper
Ruler
Cutting surface*
(your lap will suffice)

FOLD LINES - Score (using a ruler 
and the dull edge of your knife)

JOINT TAB - Fold but do not 
glue, insert in proper slot

SLOT LINE - Cut and twist your your 
hobby knife to splay slot

CUT LINE - Cut (using your ruler and 
hobby knife or scissors)

GLUE TAB - Fold and glue and 
hold in place until glue sets

Areas that require special care while scoring and cutting so that the pieces do not tear.

STEP 4 -	Cut out all the pieces taking special 
care at the points shown below with the 
BLUE CIRCLES.

The phrases “Buildable Bucky®”, “Slamtastic®”, “Flumdubbery®”, “Hullabalooza®”, and “Chronic Chest Pain, It’s a Thing of the Past thanks to Suicide®” are all registered trademarks of Rob Nance Media Systems, LLC and can only be used if a the proper royalty is paid to said party.


